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Since 1969 we have seen Gay Spirit
increasingly on the march, a spirit of
pride, joy, determination and fellow
ship spread worldwide. But the
"Spirit" we salute here is much more
than Gay Pride or Esprit de Corps.
What is Gay Pride? What do the words
mean? What is the essence of Being
Gay?
Exactly a century before our "Battle
of Bunker Hill," the Stonewall resist
ance, the word Homosexual was coined
in Germany to describe us. But its coin
age by a physician opposing anti-homo
sexual laws stamped the term as
medico/legal, long distorting our self
image. We are shaped by how we define
ourselves: seeing ourselves just as
women and men persecuted for unusual
sex practices stunts our growth. Sex
ual practices can be fulfilling and fun.
But is that all there is to being Gay?
Persecution can be deadly, but is it all
we have in common?
If persecution suddenly vanished
(small chance!), wouldn't we still feel
kinship with other Gays? Perhaps
more even than today, since fear still
alienates so many. We've let ourselves
be defined by our sex habits. But as
Gays and Lesbians, we are more than
the sum of our sex practice and our per
secution. More - but what?
We've barely begun to explore that.
Something at the root of our existence,
I think, leads most of us to feel differ
ent from infancy. Not necessarily all in
the same way, and not necessarily
regarding sexual inclination. When we
are pulled from the womb, I think our
first squall protests the doctor's boy/
girl labelling, and every day of our lives
we have to keep dealing with the results
of that labelling. The infant in blue
may resist being treated like a boxer or
a football, and the one in pink resents
the "isn't-she-a-sweet-little-Iady?" 
whether they scream, act agreeable or
just turn inward. Differing responses
to gender-role training mold our varied
Gay characters, in a way analogous to
how First Century Gnostic sects look
ed at life in the flesh. (Gnostic meant
"having secret knowledge. ")

Eons ago, they believed, the Spirit of
the Great Light had been smashed
temporarily into a shower of sparks by
the God of the Ma terial (or Clay ) World,
who, in order to increase his dominion,
captured and buried most Sparks in
human flesh, binding them to the Clay
world's laws. Humans who had no
Spark lived totally by Clayworld under
standing. Those having a weak Spark,
deeply encased in Clayflesh, were like
Claypeople except for occasional ac
tions they couldn't understand. A
stronger Spark caused more frequent
deviance, comprehended only in Clay
world terms. A still stronger Spark
brought faint understanding, or rejec
tion of Clay world rules, without any
necessary recognition of the Spark.
Others began to directly perceive their
Spark and its urge to reunite with all
the splintered Lights from which they
were fragmented. Finally, those whose
Spark transcended Clayflesh limits
knew that they were "but strangers
here .. . " and sought reunion with the
Universal Light. Gnosticism was
much a part of early Christianity and
the writings of Paul, Luke and especi
ally John are full of Gnostic imagery.
In Gnostic belief, the Savior came to
lead all Sparks back to the Light.
Gnosticism was a very Gay belief,
and Christian homophobia grew out of
orthodoxy's purge of Gnostic views.
I'm concerned with what the Gnostic
mythos (or this part of it) suggests by
analogy about how differently we dis·
cover and perceive our gayness. Forget
the Sparks for now. Substitute instead
whatever Gay essence is. Some of us
perhaps have only a bit of it, or else it's
so deeply buried by hetero conditioning
that it causes only occasional lapses in
to "irrational" behavior. Those having
a stronger Gay urge, or having weak
spots in their hetero-education, "slip"
at times into homosexual behavior, but
define it into hetero terms. Their life
view remains that taught to them, even
if their behavior is "off."
The next group tries to justify their
largely homosexual behavior by hetero
standards. Others dimly perceive the
somehow fundamental difference,
know they are not like the others, and
half sense some Gay fellowness . Still
others yearn for their kind from child
hood, often carrying this ideal into reli
gious or political universalism. Finally,
some few know the essence of Gayness
and where it leads.
Full Gayness, I think, like Jesus'
message, tends to transcend though
not to exclude monogamy. In Jesus'
day, as now, most people assumed that
Love existed only to propagate the
family. But Jesus gave Love an un
thinkable dimension outside and al
most contrary to monogamy, advocat
ing a Love not only for one's family and
friends, but even for strangers and
enemies.

I doubt that our Gayness originates
in our response to role training, though
these responses (piled on us like onion
layers) determine how we accept and
define our Gayness. I think Gayness is
a deeper spiritual quality, not in es
sence a matter of sexual appetite. That
grows more out of our built-up reac
tions to social expectations of us as
males or females, or as tomboys or sis
sies.
Gays are not new on earth, though
some Gay historians regard any notion
of Gay consciousness or community as
recent. But if my analogy of how we
discover and define ourselves is accur
ate, it's no wonder that many isolated
Gays used to define themselves with
the mindset of their own society. We
must remember that many societies
have accomodated, however grudging
ly, to the Gays among them, finding
use for our special talents.
Our first example of this was the
generally transvestite berdarche or
magic women and men of tribal societ
ies. Their queerness lent both social
distance and respect, giving them im
portant functions which heteros most
ly were barred from . Most arts, litera
ture and religion evolved from Shama
nist skills, while gay-inclined men and
women who did not become outsiders
often set the mainline tribal standards.
From earliest times, the macho-gay im
pulse led and shaped the warriors, and
sorority shaped the way of women.
Throughout history, contrary streams
of Gay contribution (now starting to
flow together) have fed both preserva
tion and innovation.
Despite what many say, the term
Gay, used much as we use it now, is
older than the term homosexual which
first hit U.S. medical journals about
1890). But in 1969, after New York's
Stonewall rebellion, Gay became the
banner word for the aggressive new
view that refuses to be defined by
medical authorities, but explores our
own experience, gut feelings and
history to see who we are and what we
might become.
Educated to be heteros, we are only
starting to learn how to be Gay. We
have hints from the rich history we are
now uncovering. Where we once saw
the past as a 2,000 year closet, pre
ceded by the light of ancient Greece, we
now see that Gayness bloomed even in
the so-called Dark Ages. And we have
much to learn from the closet, where
thousands suffocated while others
learned the arts of dissimulation and
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To appreciate the Gay Spirit, to tap
its surging strength and joy, we must
feel our way into the souls of giggling
queens and posturing butches; of fron
tier women who lived dressed as men;
of Tchaikovsky, condemned to a cholera
simulating suicide to avoid public scan
dal; of "old maids" lives ofloneliness or
of public service; of female impersona
tors whose gift of mime offends the
"politically correct" today; of the half
honored, half-taunted Indian berdache;
of aesthetes and athletes; of masochist
Marines; of antique dealers and music
teachers salvaging a musty culture; of
masses cruelly worked to death in Hit
ler's camps, or Stalin's; of most of the
world's pacifists and mystics and
many great warriors; of closeted artists
and writers; of those who have soured
on our Movement; and of thousands to
day cringing in that immoral closet
mislabelled the Moral Majority. To lib
erate and unite ourselves, we must see
inside them all.
We each need to tap our earliest
memories, to probe into the fears, pre
judices and dreams of our own soul or
spirit, whatever we call it, but also to
tap into that larger Gay Spirit which
has persevered through the hetero
dominated ages, to make ourselves
part of its enormous joy, energy, play
fulness, sympathy, creativity, rage at
injustice and love of beauty, its utterly
amazing diversity that can contain all
contradictions, bridge all sets of oppo
sites, cross all barriers, heal all en
mities.
We incorporate, enrich and trans
cend even the Clay world we were raised
in.
Weare sham en, and we are scien
tists. Weare traditionalists and revolu
tionaries. Weare plain and elegant. We
are spiritualists and materialists. We
are sensualists and ascetics. And we
are Gay, Lesbian and Androgynes.
Even our sexuality, long thought to
be the core of our being, we must rein
vent, transcending narrow views of it
dictated by hetero thinking, by anti
sexual moralizing, and by psycho
analytic obfuscation. Like India's Tan
trists , we must explore new, exciting
ways as a group to fire up that trans
forming pnergy, to make magic and to
dance with the Faeries....
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A NOTE ABOUT JIM KEPNER
Jim Kepner, self educated historian and curator
of the National Gay Archives, has struggled for
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